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The objective of this paper is to present the various features of the educational games, Deducto 
and Color Deducto. With a firm belief that technology can bring about a revolution in education, 
these activities have been designed to help enhance the logical reasoning and analytical thinking 
of children. They have been developed in python with a focus on Sugar environment, OLPC 
XO’s software paradigm. They conform to Sugar's cardinal objective of learning through 
reasoning, critique and experimentation.  Deducto focuses on helping children learn the art of 
deducing logic through pattern recognition. Color Deducto, a variant of Deducto, combines 
pattern recognition and concepts of Munsell Color System helping children get familiar with 
color system concepts in a playful manner. Besides the pre-defined levels of the games, the 





Technology is a tool that can change the nature of learning [1].  
The influx of technology in education promises to bring about crucial changes in how students 
are taught today, with some of the promises being wider participation (distance learning), more 
interest shown by students, more interactive lessons [2].  With students hooked to various forms 
of technology like internet, mobile phones, ipods, integrating technology with the curriculum 
intelligently is the best way to enhance learning. Technology in education these days is not solely 
limited to using projectors, laptops or calculators [3] with many educational games being 
developed lately. Educational games help students learn concepts in a more playful and 
interesting manner, thus infusing enthusiasm in them towards gaining knowledge. Educational 
games [4] can prove to be more fruitful than the traditional methods of teaching if engineered 
and deployed in the right manner. 
With firm belief in this vision, we at Software for Education, Entertainment and Training 
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Activities have developed two educational activities in Python [5][6][7] to function in the Sugar 
environment- Deducto and Color Deducto. The initial code of Deducto was written in Perl by 
Jon Orwant, who wrote it as a part of his doctoral thesis at M.I.T. Media Labs on EGGG, a game 
generation language, under the guidance of Walter Bender. Color Deducto was written in Perl by 
Walter Bender, founder of Sugar Labs, and former Executive Director at M.I.T. Media Labs, for 
a class he used to teach on color theory at M.I.T. In conformity with the objectives of Sugar, 
Deducto and Color Deducto have been engineered to stimulate students' logical thinking, 
analytical powers and their ability to deduce patterns. Color Deducto also helps students 
understand the color schemes in an interesting and an innovative way.              
                        
2. Deducto and Color Deducto 
 
Deducto is a board game composed of 25 black and white boxes arranged in various patterns. It 
consists of ten pre-defined levels, with each level designed according to a different logic. The 
player has to identify the logic behind each level and categorize the presented board 
as TRUE or FALSE. Innumerable samples of true boards and false boards are provided to enable 
the player to recognise the logic. If the player succeeds in correctly identifying the board, five 
times consecutively, then he is promoted to the next level. Every wrong answer brings down the 




Fig. 1: Deducto Game 
 
A variant of Deducto is Color Deducto. Color Deducto is very similar to Deducto, except that 
now the squares are colored instead of black and white, and the logic of the levels have to do 
with colors and concepts of the Munsell Color System. For instance, the rule for the first level 
checks whether the central square is red or not, the rule of the second level tests whether the 
board consists of warm or cool colors. A basic knowledge of the color system would help the 
player in clearing the levels.  
 
Unlike most other games, Color Deducto makes use of color as a meaningful attribute instead of 
just an identifier, as pointed out by Jon Orwant in his paper on The Extensible Graphical Game 
Generator (EGGG) [8]. 
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Fig. 2: Color Deducto Game 
Besides enhancing the logical and analytical skills of children, Deducto and Color Deducto also 
help in increasing their decision making ability, as the child has to constantly apply all the three 
simultaneously to decide whether the board is a true board or false board. 
2.1 Design Goals of Deducto and Color Deducto 
2.1.1.     Simple User Interface 
Since the activities, Deducto and Color Deducto have been designed for children, it 
becomes imperative to have a simple user interface which enables them to explore the 
games on their own and without much difficulty. Using python [9] and pygtk [10], a 
menu of items has been created consisting of options to start a new game or have a look 
at “how to play” and other game features. The interface also consists of a board of 25 
colored squares, and labels that display the efficiency and number of consecutive correct 
answers of the current level. The advantages of the interface [11] are as follows: 
 
• It provides feedback to the user in terms of percentage efficiency. The efficiency of a 
user is displayed after submission of each answer which is calculated by dividing total 
number of correct answers divided by total number of answers.  The provision of seeing 
the efficiency works as a motivation for the student to perform better the next time. Also, 
it is a very important tool to measure one’s overall performance, as well as level to level 
performance. 
 
• It also provides statistics in terms of number of correct and incorrect answers. 
 
• User Friendly- Deducto has a number of user friendly widgets as follows:- 
 
- Save Game- Feature to save the game and resume it later from the point 
where it was left, allowing children to begin the game from where they had 
discontinued it earlier. 
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- Help – Feature to help the students with the rules of the game and to get a 
better understanding. 
 
- Samples- Feature to provide the students with samples and counter examples 










This line of code creates the variable self.game_menu which holds the extracted menu which is 
then assigned the name “Game” in the later part of the code. 
 
The following lines are used to make the sub-menu items of ‘Game’. 
 
                self.Newgame_item=gtk.MenuItem(_("New Game")) 
        self.Quit_item=gtk.MenuItem(_("Quit")) 
 
These lines append the sub-menu items to the main Menu item ‘Game’. 
 
                self.game_menu.append(self.Newgame_item) 
                self.game_menu.append(self.Quit_item) 
 
The following lines connect the menu items to the functions that will be called when they are 
clicked upon. 
 
    self.Newgame_item.connect("activate",self.menuplay,"game.New Game") 
          self.Quit_item.connect("activate",self.delete_event,"game.Quit") 
 
These lines display the menu and the sub-menu items created. 
 
self.Newgame_item.show() 
            self.Quit_item.show() 
 
            self.game_item = gtk.MenuItem(_("Game")) 
            self.game_item.show() 
            self.game_item.set_submenu(self.game_menu) 
 
2.1.3 Board 
The game board comprising of 25 squares which are randomly colored by the computer, has 
been created using the concept of Drawingarea of pygtk. 
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for i in range(0,5,1): 
                    for j in range(0,5,1): 
                        k = (i*5 + j) 
                        self.c=gtk.DrawingArea() 
   self.c.connect("event", self.click1, None) 
   self.c.set_size_request(45,45) 
                        self.c.show() 
                        if( array[k] == 0): 
                            style=self.c.get_style().copy() 
               
style.bg[gtk.STATE_NORMAL]=self.c.get_colormap().alloc('black') 
                     self.c.set_style(style) 
        
                        else: 
                             style=self.c.get_style().copy() 
                
style.bg[gtk.STATE_NORMAL]=self.c.get_colormap().alloc('white') 
                      self.c.set_style(style)    
 
2.1.4 Coloring of Squares in Color Deducto using the function rgb2html 
 
The function rgb2html returns the hexadecimal color code of the color to be allocated to the 
square. It takes in three arguments which are values at particular indices of lists mun and N. The 
indices are decided through the use of variables h,c,v, and j. 
The following is the code of this function: 
def rgb2html(self,rgb): 
                
       a="#%02X%02X%02X" %rgb  
       return a 
2.2 Localization of the Game 
Language should never become a barrier in the spread of education and knowledge. As we want 
children from all the parts of the world to play Deducto and Color Deducto and benefit from 
these activities, localisation of the games have already been carried out in French, Spanish and 
Hindi. Localisation in German and Punjabi is underway.   
 
3. Learning to Play Deducto and Color Deducto 
Here we provide a simulation of playing level 1 in Deducto.To start a new game of Deducto, 
click on “New Game” option under the Game button of
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Fig. 3: Start New Game  
In order to guess the logic of the level, one should go to the Sample tab to see the numerous 
examples of true and false boards. True board is the board in which the black and white squares 
are arranged in accordance with the logic. In the false board, the arrangement does not follow the 
logic.  
 
Fig. 4: Example of True Board 
The options for seeing a True Board and a False Board appear on the screen. On browsing 
through the examples, one can work out the logic. For example, the logic of the first level is that 
the central square is white in a true board and balck in a false board. 
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Fig. 5: Example of a false board 
When one feels that he has been able to guess the logic, click on the ‘Resume’ button on the 
screen to return to the game. 
 
Fig. 6: Clicking on the Resume Widget 
On the basis of the logic one has guessed from the example, one clicks on ‘Yes’ if the board is in 
accordance with the logic and a ‘No’ if it does follow the logic. 
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Fig. 7: Deciding True vs. False Board 
For instance, as we know a true board of level 1 has a white central square, so the board in above 
shown screenshot is a false board since it has a black square in the centre. So, the player clicks 
on ‘No’. 
If the answer is correct, the value of the ‘Correct’ label increments but if one has answered 
wrongly, its value comes back to zero. The value of the efficiency label keeps on changing with 
the number of correct and incorrect answers. On answering five consecutive answers, the player 
is promoted to the next level. 
 
4. Features in Deducto and Color Deducto 
4.1 “MAKE NEW GAME” Feature 
The ‘Make New Game’ feature allows the user to create a game of his own with levels based on 
logic desired by him. To facilitate the creation of such a game, the following widgets are 
provided when the user clicks on ‘Design Your Logic’: 
 
• Add Level 
• Retry 
• Edit Level 
• Save Level 
• View Level 
• Delete Level 
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Fig. 8: Interface of ‘Make New Game’ feature 
In Deducto, the concept of ‘Toggle Button’ has been utilised to allow the user to change the 
colors of any of the 25 drawing areas according to his will. The color of the drawing area 
changes to white on the first click and to black on clicking again and back to gray on the third 
click. The following lines of code implement the concept of ‘toggle button’: 
 
for i in range(0,5,1): 
                    for j in range(0,5,1): 
              
                        self.c = gtk.Button(label = "") 
                        self.c.set_name('defa') 
                        self.c.connect("clicked", self.click, None ) 
                        self.c.set_size_request(45,45) 
                        self.c.show() 
                        self.but_list += [self.c]   
 
def click(self, widget, data = None): 
                  if widget.get_name() == 'defa': 
                          
                           style = widget.get_style().copy() 
                           style.bg[gtk.STATE_NORMAL] = 
widget.get_colormap().alloc('white') 
                           widget.set_style(style) 
                           widget.set_name('white') 
                    
                  elif widget.get_name() == 'white': 
                           style = widget.get_style().copy() 
                           style.bg[gtk.STATE_NORMAL] = 
widget.get_colormap().alloc('black') 
                           widget.set_style(style) 
                           widget.set_name('black') 
                  else: 
                           style = widget.get_style().copy() 
                           style.bg[gtk.STATE_NORMAL] = 
widget.get_colormap().alloc('#808080') 
                           widget.set_name('defa') 
                           widget.set_style(style)   
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Fig. 9: Saving the Created Logic of the Level 
In Color Deducto, when any of the 25 drawing areas is clicked upon by the user, a Color 
Selection Dialog Box pops up that lets the user choose the color to be filled in the square. The 
user can alter the hue, chroma and value of the color.  
 
 
Fig. 10: Display of Color Selection Dialog Box in Color Deducto 
The following lines of code have been used for the Color Selection Dialog Box: 
for i in range(0,5,1): 
                    for k in range(0,5,1): 
                        j = i*5+k 
                         
                        self.drawingarea = gtk.DrawingArea()      
                        self.color = 
self.drawingarea.get_colormap().alloc_color(32212,32212,32212) 
                        self.drawingarea.set_size_request(45,45)               
                       # self.drawingarea.set_current_color(self.color) 
                        
self.drawingarea.set_events(gtk.gdk.BUTTON_PRESS_MASK) 
                        
self.drawingarea.connect("event",self.area_event,None) 
                        self.drawingarea.set_name('0') 
                        self.drawingarea.show() 
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                        self.drawing_list +=[self.drawingarea] 
                        
                        self.colorseldlg = None 
 
def area_event(self, widget,event,data = None): 
               handle = False 
               self.drawingarea1 = widget 
               if event.type ==gtk.gdk.BUTTON_PRESS : 
                  handle = True 
                  if self.colorseldlg == None: 
                     self.colorseldlg = gtk.ColorSelectionDialog(_("Select 
background color")) 
                  colorsel = self.colorseldlg.colorsel 
                  colorsel.set_previous_color(self.color) 
                  colorsel.set_current_color(self.color)  
                  colorsel.set_has_palette(True) 
                  colorsel.connect("color_changed",self.color_changed_cb) 
                  response = self.colorseldlg.run() 
                  if response -- gtk.RESPONSE_OK: 
                     color = colorsel.get_current_color() 
                    # self.drawingarea1.set_name("1") 
                  else: 
                     self.drawingarea1.modify_bg(gtk.STATE_NORMAL,self.color) 
                     
                  self.colorseldlg.hide()    
               return handle 
       
  def color_changed_cb(self,widget): 
               colormap = self.drawingarea1.get_colormap() 
               color = self.colorseldlg.colorsel.get_current_color() 
               self.drawingarea1.modify_bg(gtk.STATE_NORMAL,color) 
               self.drawingarea1.set_name('1') 
 
Fig. 11: Saving the created logic in Color Deducto 
 
4.2 Display of POP-UP after each level 
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This feature has been incorporated in the game keeping in mind that the basic aim of these two 
activities is to help children enhance their analytical and logical skills, and in case of color 
deducto, help them in getting familiar with color system. The display of the logic of a level after 
that level has been successfully cleared enables the children to confirm whether the logic they 
applied to clear the level was correct or not. 
 
Fig. 12: Display of pop-ups in Deducto 
 
 
Fig. 13: Display of pop-ups in Color Deducto 
5.  Use of JSON  
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [12] is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is a text 
format that is completely language independent but uses conventions that are familiar to 
programmers of the C-family of languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, 
and many others. These properties make JSON an ideal data-interchange language. It is a text-
based, human readable format for representing simple data structures and associative arrays 
(called objects). 
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Python has a standard library called json. It offers two methods, read () and write () which 
convert JSON to Python and Python to JSON respectively. 
In Color Deducto, JSON has been used to realise the following feature: 
      ‘To save the state of the board(colors of all square boxes) and the values of the labels, when 
a user saves the game and quits, so that when the game is resumed, the game resumes from the 
saved state.’ 
Writing into the File 
The integer values of variables like playStatus, correct answers, total number of questions 
answered, etc, and the hexadecimal codes of the colors of the squares, are stored in the same list 
using json. 
The following line of code implements this : 
f=json.write([self.playStatus, self.correct, self.level, self.cor, self.tot, 
self.array]) 
json.write writes the integer values and hexadecimal codes into a file in JSON format. 
Reading From The File 
Using the following lines of code, the list written in JSON format is converted back to python: 
s = in_file.read()         
li=json.read(s)  
 
6. The Munsell Color System 
 
The Munsell’s system [13] is based on rigorous measurements of human subjects’ visual 
responses to color, putting it on a firm experimental scientific basis. Because of this basis in 
human visual perception, Munsell’s system has outlasted its contemporary color models and is in 
wide use today. The system consists of three independent dimensions which can be 
represented cylindrically in three dimensions as an irregular color solid: hue, measured by 
degrees around horizontal circles; chroma, measured radially outward from the neutral (gray) 
vertical axis; and value, measured vertically from 0 (black) to 10 (white). 
 
Hue 
Each horizontal circle Munsell [13] divided into five principal hues: Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, 
and Purple, along with 5 intermediate hues halfway between adjacent principal hues. Each of 
these 10 steps is then broken into 10 sub-steps, so that 100 hues are given integer values. Two 
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colors of equal value and chroma, on opposite sides of a hue circle, are complementary colors, 
and mix additively to the neutral gray of the same value.  
 
Fig. 14: 40 evenly-spaced Munsell hues, with complements vertically aligned [13] 
Value 
Value, or lightness [13], varies vertically along the color solid, from black (value 0) at the 
bottom, to white (value 10) at the top. Neutral grays lie along the vertical axis between black and 
white. 
Several color solids before Munsell’s plotted luminosity from black on the bottom to white on 
the top, with a gray gradient between them, but these systems neglected to keep perceptual 
lightness constant across horizontal slices. Instead, they plotted fully-saturated yellow (light), 
and fully saturated blue and purple (dark) along the equator. 
Chroma 
Chroma [13], measured radially from the center of each slice, represents the “purity” of a color, 
with lower chroma being less pure (more washed out, as in pastels). Note that there is no 
intrinsic upper limit to chroma. Different areas of the color space have different maximal chroma 
coordinates. For instance light yellow colors have considerably more potential chroma than light 
purples, due to the nature of the eye and the physics of color stimuli. This led to a wide range of 
possible chroma levels—up to the high 30s for some hue–value combinations (though it is 
difficult or impossible to make physical objects in colors of such high chromas, and they cannot 
be reproduced on current computer displays). Vivid soil colors are in the range of approximately 
8. 
   
7. Future Scope 
 
A. Making a TEST button  
 
When a player presses one of the grid squares, it should toggle from black to white and back. 
Thus, a player can take a compliant grid -- one that satisfies the current level’s rule -- and make it 
non-compliant, or vice versa. The player can then test whether the board satisfied the rule by 
pressing the Test button. 
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B. Collaboration 
 
 XO Laptops has 2 modes: 
 
a. Private View: In this, user plays the game or operates the application independently. 
 
b. Neighbourhood View: In this, the users are able to connect their laptops with others operating 
their activity in the same mode. This is known as Collaboration. 
 
Collaboration involves students competing on the basis of efficiency as well as level. Student at 
the highest level wins. If two students compete at the same level, one having higher efficiency 
wins. This encourages students to exercise their minds and to apply their concepts well. 




Deducto and Colour Deducto are innovative activities for helping students built their analytical 
thinking at the same time being fun and entertaining. Color Deducto has an additional advantage 
of helping students develop their knowledge about various color schemes and color 
combinations. More such games ought to be developed to fully tap the potential of the younger 
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